Those in attendance (live or Zoom):
Josh Blackman, Chip Curry, Karen Kindell, Deb Meehan, Erica Norton, Shale Peters, Jesse Poole, Julie Smith, and Amy Taylor.

Parade of Lights

**Float dimensions** – 8’x4’10” (just under 5’). 2’ sides, wheel wells push out (sides not flat).

**Considerations** – Be wary of the possibility of wind. Decorations should be secured so they won’t blow away.

**Route (from last year)** - Leaves from Time Out Pub, down Main St. Circles at Ferry Terminal and goes back through Main.

**Restrictions** – No Santas and no candy distribution.

**Power Source** – Chip checked 100 lights powered by vehicle and this seemed to work fine. Scaling up may require external source. We will have to get more lights and see what happens.

**Our theme** – “Light Up Your Mind”. We decided on a giant book, which will need to be secured with a frame so it will not blow apart in the wind. Chip may be able to find something from his wife’s school. However, these would not be something we could cut. Alternatively, blue board from Home Depot may be an affordable solution.

- Amy volunteered to read in the moose suit.
- Julie will be dressing as a Christmas tree.
- Erica has volunteered to be an elf.
- Josh has volunteered to ride a unicycle. He will also ask family if they would like to ride with our float.

**Music** – “Rocking Around the Christmas Tree”.

**Sound** – music will require external power. Coastal Senior College has a system that may solve this problem. Deb and Chip to check it tomorrow (11/13).

**Reading of A Christmas Story(name?)** – I can mix the music and a track of Amy reading together. All she needs to do is the recording of the reading, actually. I can record the song through my computer.

**Lights** – Blue and white. Deb to order.

**Decorations** – we have banners and signs and whatnot to identify us. We will be using books to decorate the float. Amy has mentioned she has many books she would be willing to lend.

There will be a design “session” this **Friday (11/15) at URock.**

Recap of tasks from now to Friday (11/15):
- Amy – bringing books and cardboard.
- Julie – working on her costume.
- Deb – newsprint rolls, lights, blue board.
- Shale – bringing paint.
- Erica – bringing books.
- Josh – asking family about unicycling with us.
- Chip – get contract filed, order pizza.
- Jesse – putting the audio file together.